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Pumpkin Scraps 
Mini

Cute, Fun and Prett y Quick
3 Patch is 5 ½" X 10"

12 Patch is 12 ½" X 11 ½"

Pumpkin Scraps Mini
© by Jill McCloy Designs

A while back I made some pumpkin ATCs and thought that some day they would 
make cute mini quilts and here they are.  The patches are pre  y easy to make 
and there is just a  ny bit of free mo  on quil  ng on the leaves.  You’ll discover 
two diff erent ways to make the “vine” which is applied with a simple bar tack by 
machine.  Quick, easy and fun li  le blocks with some nice to learn techniques to 
to add interest.  The Twelve patch is 11 ½" X 12 ½" and the Three patch is 
5 ½" X 10". 

Materials
 Mixed scraps of oranges and golds (15--5" squares = 15 pumpkins)
 Mixed scraps greens (5--5" squares = stems & leaves for 15 and the green  
 bars on the 12 patch))
 Orange thread
 mixed scraps tone on tone whites, beiges and ecrus (2 ½ X 3 ½" for wide  
 pumpkins & 3" X 3" for tall pumpkins)
 6”  #5 perle coton or serger chain for each pumpkin

3 Patch
 1" X WOF shashing and narrow border
 1 ¾" X WOF wide border
 1 yd. 6 ply embroidery fl oss
 Hand embroidery needle
 6" X 10" thin ba   ng"
 6" X 10" backing
 1 ⅜" X 36" binding

12 Patch
 1" X WOF narrow border
 2" X WOF wide border
 14" X 15" thin ba   ng
 14" X 15" backing
 1 ⅜" X 60" binding

Miscellaneous
 5" Square Steam a seam or Heat n bond
 Non-permanent marking pen or pencil
 ruler
 small rotary cu  er/mat/ruler
 fabric s  ff ener or white glue and water
 metal skewer or #2 or #3 metal kni   ng needle

 General sewing and quil  ng supplies 


